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Step 1:  Evaluate your results and refine as desired. 
Step 2:  Once you’re satisfied with your results, click the Next Steps drop-down  menu. 
Step 3:  Select Analyze Results and then click Go 

Overview:  The Analyzer tool in Nexis helps you analyze trends from your search. Graphs are customizable, can be dow nloaded in a variety of formats 
and are interactive allowing you to access your search results from within the graph itself. 

Getting Started Performing Your Analysis

Step 1: Pe rform your Nexis search as usual.  You must have at least two 
keywords for comparison
 For example:

(Nissan or Toyota or Vauxhall) w/p  (recall! or fault!) 

Step 2: Click Search 
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The D ashboard
 The data for your results is imported into the Nexis Analyzer dashboard.  When complete, you are presented with options to create your graph. Selecting one of 
these will take you to the Analyzer page.

Compare your existing terms   Show the top 10 sources Compare Company Index Terms* More Analysis Options:
- Publication types 
- Compare Subject Index
- Terms Compare Industry
- Index Terms Compare People
- Index Terms Compare
- Country Index Terms * ’Index Terms’ analyse and tag online documents for relevant subjects, industries, companies, people and places.

Log on at www.nexis.com
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Analys is Page
O nce you  have selected an option to create a graph, you will be taken to the Analysis page. Here you can use a variety of settings to customize your graph. 

These settings, highlighted below, will be discussed further in following pages. 

Chart Options 
These options allow you 
to manipulate the 
functional aspects of  the 
graph, such as values, title 
and axis options. 

View Documents 
Click on a data point to 
view the list of articles 
associated with that 
data point. 

Trending Of Results (Example) 
Trending show how your results change over time.
For example, our results show: 

News for Nissan and Vauxhall had marginal changes over a 6 month period. 
Toyota had a significant rise in coverage

Save & Monitor 
Monitor any changes 
through email updates.  

Download  
You can download your graph 
to a variety of formats by 
clicking this icon. 

Advanced Filtering 
Create, control and 
customize your 
search terms.

Trends 
Click this icon to chart 
trend lines for specific 
search results. 
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Customize each Axis 
Y Axis:  Number of articles 

Word Count 
Search Hints 

X Axis: Date Range 
Publication name 
Publication type 

Add Values 
Actual number
Percentage s

Select a Style 
for your analysis. 

Add or change the Title. 

Invert the axis or 
Enlarge the chart. 

Viewing Documents 

lick a ata point ithin your chart to view the list of relevant articles by Term or 
Subject. View as a full list, or select individual items to view the full article.  Remove the 
article from your analysis by clicking the X link.

Chart Options
T his toolb ar allows you to customize your graph by editing axis options, 

styles, values, size and orientation. 

Click any link to show all 
documents relevant to 
that term.

Click a title to see 
the original 
document in full.
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Advan ced Filtering

Select the Adjust filters  link. 

Create  categories and  edit the filters.

Edit and add term names, 
colors, filters and order of 
appearance. 

CustCustomer Support: 1 (800) 543 - 6862 

U se this li nk to analyze the existing terms picked up from your search. Add additional terms under each header, delete terms, create a new category, or combine terms 
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Saving & Monitoring
Save your analysis by clicking the Save & Monitor link on the Analysis page. From here you can 

schedule updates to your graph and create email alerts.

Fill out the form with 
the details you would 
like to receive and the 
frequency at which you 
would like to receive 
them. 

View the frequency 
of results  graphically. 

Help & Support

Select Contact in the top right corner for  help desk contact details by country. 
Visit the User Site for tutorials, literature and research tips or call customer service for 
prompt assistance from one of our many research experts.

United States
Tel: 1 800 227 4908
User Site: www.lexisnexis.com/bis-user-information

International 
Tel: +31 20 485 34 56
Email: servicedesk@lexisnexis.com

Access your saved Analysis  from within 
Nexis. From the History & Alerts tab, 
you can view, editor delete your charts.

www.servicedesk@lexisnexis.com
www.lexisnexis.com/bis-user-information/
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